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OVERVIEWOVERVIEWOVERVIEWOVERVIEW    

Video Content Analysis (VCA) is an embedded video 
analytics software designed for real time detection 
and classification of such unlawful activities, as 
thefts, intrusions, traffic rules violation, and many 
others.  
 
In addition, VCA is used for perimeter 
object/human traffic monitoring, left/taken objects 
tracking, and other surveillance purposes. 
 

Live video stream is processed by the video analytics 
installed in a video camera /encoder. The blobbed 
video motion is classified into objects bas
speed & size.  
 
Then the classified objects are  categorized into 
events according to the following filtering rules: 
enter/exit, appear/ disappear, stop, dwell, loiter, 
tail gating, abandoned/ left/ removed objects, fire, 
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Video Content Analysis (VCA) is an embedded video 
analytics software designed for real time detection 
and classification of such unlawful activities, as 
thefts, intrusions, traffic rules violation, and many 

In addition, VCA is used for perimeter security, 
object/human traffic monitoring, left/taken objects 
tracking, and other surveillance purposes.  

 

Live video stream is processed by the video analytics 
installed in a video camera /encoder. The blobbed 
video motion is classified into objects based on 

Then the classified objects are  categorized into 
events according to the following filtering rules: 
enter/exit, appear/ disappear, stop, dwell, loiter, 
tail gating, abandoned/ left/ removed objects, fire,  

 
and smoke. Selected events further appear as 
visually marked targets on
interface.  
 
VCA is equipped with advanced reporting 
mechanisms and statistic tools which allow to track 
video analytics events, such as: entries, exits, and 
many other motion based eve
 
The system complies with 
Recognition application interfaces thus featuring 
convenient and agile operation environment. 
The VCA’s distributed channels can create 
interaction with Ex-Sight
application thus providing an accomplished C4I 
(Command Control Computing Communication 
Intelligence) solution.
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: VIDEO ANALYTICS SOFTWARE 

events further appear as 
visually marked targets on the user’s graphic 

VCA is equipped with advanced reporting 
mechanisms and statistic tools which allow to track 
video analytics events, such as: entries, exits, and 
many other motion based events.  

The system complies with Ex-Sight’s LPR and Face 
Recognition application interfaces thus featuring 
convenient and agile operation environment.  
The VCA’s distributed channels can create 

Sight’s REMOTE VIEWER 
iding an accomplished C4I 

(Command Control Computing Communication 
Intelligence) solution.  
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SPECIAL FSPECIAL FSPECIAL FSPECIAL FEATURESEATURESEATURESEATURES 
Moving & Stationary Target Detection
Overlapping Detection Zones & Lines 
Multiple Rule-Based Tracking Filters 
Accurate Counting (Humans/Vehicles etc)
Multiple Marking Colors 
Surveillance in Crowded Places 
Configurable Visual Interface 
PTZ Auto Tracking 
Real-Time Alert System 
 

 
SOFTWARE CONNECTIVITYSOFTWARE CONNECTIVITYSOFTWARE CONNECTIVITYSOFTWARE CONNECTIVITY 

VCA software is controllable by Remote V
which is Ex-Sight’s centralized video surveillance 
solution. Analyzed events are displayed on 
Remote Viewer’s video analytics channel.
software performs real-time detection in the 
distributed computer environment.  
 
As detected events are processed at the system’s 
edge nodes, the video is transmitted across the 
network only in case of any security threat. 
alert triggers allow the video grabbed from 
cameras to be monitored on a single desktop.
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Remote Viewer 
video surveillance 

Analyzed events are displayed on the 
Remote Viewer’s video analytics channel.The 

time detection in the 

As detected events are processed at the system’s 
edge nodes, the video is transmitted across the 
network only in case of any security threat. Software 

the video grabbed from multiple 
monitored on a single desktop.  

 

Such architecture allows the system to scale 
infinitely, with no limitation on the number of edge
based analytical channels. 
an access to large scale monitoring scenarios vi
easy to use yet sophisticated 
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h architecture allows the system to scale 
infinitely, with no limitation on the number of edge-
based analytical channels. Thus the user achieves 
an access to large scale monitoring scenarios via 
easy to use yet sophisticated interface.  
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VCA COUNTING VCA COUNTING VCA COUNTING VCA COUNTING  

Color Marked & Named Counters 
Assignment to Detection Zones/Lines
Unlimited Rules Registration 
Adjustment to Multiple Rules 
Bi-Directional Object Count 
People Count in Retail Environment  
Vehicle Count on Public Highways 
Database Storage interface 
Triggered Alarms Count 
Inc + / Dec - 
 

 
 
3D FIELD OF VIEW (FOV) CALIBRATION3D FIELD OF VIEW (FOV) CALIBRATION3D FIELD OF VIEW (FOV) CALIBRATION3D FIELD OF VIEW (FOV) CALIBRATION

 

Camera calibration & setups allow classification of 
detected targets based on such parameters as 
target height, area, and speed. Graphic tools
used for dimentions adjustment to real life targets
The calibrating tools include a 3d graphic overlay,
virtual ruler, horizon, mimics, landscape grid
camera height, and camera pan/tilt.        
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Camera calibration & setups allow classification of 
detected targets based on such parameters as 

raphic tools are 
to real life targets. 

The calibrating tools include a 3d graphic overlay, 
andscape grid, 
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PTZPTZPTZPTZ        Speed DomeSpeed DomeSpeed DomeSpeed Dome

 

    
 

 

MegapixelMegapixelMegapixelMegapixel    Video EncoderVideo EncoderVideo EncoderVideo Encoder

 

    
 

 

Thermal Thermal Thermal Thermal     

 

    
 

 

 

CubeCubeCubeCube    

 

    
 

 

    

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Web InterfaceWeb InterfaceWeb InterfaceWeb Interface    
On-screen graphic design
Object SpecificationObject SpecificationObject SpecificationObject Specification    
Object size/speed based
Unlimited editable user classes
Predefined classes 
(Clutter, person, group of people etc.)
Zones &Zones &Zones &Zones &LinesLinesLinesLines 
Up to 40 real time zones & lines
Detection/non detection segments
Polygon object marking
Zone shape editing (add/remove)
Zone color/naming/filtering
Thermal imaging 
Color Signature 
(target search in multiple cameras)
Tamper DTamper DTamper DTamper Detectionetectionetectionetection    
Duration of Tampering
Selective Screen Areas
Object DisplayObject DisplayObject DisplayObject Display    
Height/Speed/Area    
Stay-in-place time (loitering)
Configurable classification
Multiple marking colors

SUPPORTED CAMERASSUPPORTED CAMERASSUPPORTED CAMERASSUPPORTED CAMERAS    

Speed DomeSpeed DomeSpeed DomeSpeed Dome    

Video EncoderVideo EncoderVideo EncoderVideo Encoder    

DomeDomeDomeDome    

BoxBoxBoxBox    

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS    

screen graphic design    
    

Object size/speed based 
Unlimited editable user classes 

(Clutter, person, group of people etc.) 

Up to 40 real time zones & lines 
Detection/non detection segments 
Polygon object marking 
Zone shape editing (add/remove) 
Zone color/naming/filtering 

(target search in multiple cameras) 

ering    
reas 

    
place time (loitering)    

Configurable classification    (animal, person, vehicle)     
Multiple marking colors    
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURESYSTEM ARCHITECTURESYSTEM ARCHITECTURESYSTEM ARCHITECTURE    

    


